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Macmillan Learning is a privately held, family-
owned education publishing and services 
company. Our mission is to improve lives 
through learning. We seek to help both 
teachers and learners thrive, facilitating 
exciting educational opportunities that 
inspire curiosity about the world around us 
and set the stage for future success.

Improving lives 
through learning



Educational Publishing

● Opportunities to...
○ rebuild the future
○ reset expectations for the next generation of learners

● Alt text plays a role in...
○ ebooks
○ learning management system
○ simulations
○ instructor materials 
○ digital catalog
○ marketing
○ anywhere else an image can be used



● Independent third-party EPUB 
certification program to verify ebook 
accessibility

● Create Born Accessible Content
● Short and Long/Extended Alt Text 

part of the baseline

Global Certified 
Accessible by Benetech



Exposing Alt Text for all Learners

● “Short” Alt Text is 
coded into the HTML

● Long or Extended Alt 
Text
○ Used to be coded 

using longdesc, aria-
describedby, or aria-
details

○ Now exposed as a 
link



Navigating Alt Text

● Information (“i”) icon 
contains roll over (and 
keyboard accessible) text

● Linked icon leads to 
extended alt text



Returning from Alt Text

“Return” link brings 
reader back to the 
basal text



Who Writes Alt Text?
Authors and Subject Matter Experts

The author, when helping to choose the image, provides a description of 
what they are looking and the part it will play in the text. They can 
translate this initial communication to alt text once an image is selected.

Machines

Artificial intelligence has been used to generate alt text. However the 
result is often over simplified and occasionally offensive - AI can reflect 
bias, conscious or unconscious, of the programmer.

Combination

Starting with machine generated alt text can save time and money as 
well as provide a starting point for authors or subject matter experts. 
From there a human editor should rework the language to create 



Impact of the IPTC Standard

● IPTC metadata can be read by some 
JavaScript libraries

● If Alt Text lives within the image itself…
○ Script could read the short 

description into alt attribute
○ Create a link and element 

containing long description
● At some point, a browser may be able 

to do this automatically
● Could be built into an EPUB pipeline
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